Painting Statement
Paintings often represent physical things. Upon seeing a painting that
does not appear to represent something, the bewildered viewer asks: What
is it? Language comes out of a need to name and share the world and our
experience of it with words that represent concepts, ideas and things.
Attaching words to objects and ideas represents a failure of sorts. Beyond
the communication of day to day existence there are moments one
experiences that are beyond language, beyond articulation. Everyday
language is functional and absolutely necessary for our day to day lives.
Art has no value in terms of this everyday utility. It is difficult to
create something that does not at some point refer to our physical world
and our system of naming it. A thin line that stands vertically is a tree
or a figure. A thin line that runs horizontally across a page is often
seen as a horizon. The physical world is with us and in us and so is
language. The failure of this naming system is reconciled with painting.
When painting negates the naming system of language, painting becomes an
experience for a prospective viewer and a challenge for a prospective
viewer. I am interested in creating an experience in the viewer that
conveys what it feels like to be alive, without using words to describe
this feeling.

Letraset Drawings
Drawing is a process that reveals its own making, both tothe artist as it
is being made and to the viewer as it is seen. Looking at aVan Gogh
drawing one sees many crosses and dashes in a bush. The viewer is
madeaware that Van Gogh is not just mimicking a bush with line; he is
creating alanguage to describe the bush and developing a conceptual
approach torepresentation. The idea is bound to the aesthetic. In my work,
marks do notonly obliquely suggest objects, marks are part of a language
that describe andreveal a process and an approach.
My drawings deny what they are made of and yet we recognizeaspects of
them. My drawings employ a readymade medium (Letraset) and whilethey
transcend the medium’s original intention, they still manage to employpart
of their original intention as a narrative and as something
obliquelyrecognized. I am using one system to describe another, but part
of thatoriginal system is never completely submerged.

Wax Reliefs
My wax reliefs deal with the discrepancybetween what is seen and what is

understood. The viewer thinks that she islooking at fabric, only to
discover that the fabric is actually wax. Things arefurther complicated by
the fact that some of the objects used in these worksare real (human hair,
needles, rusted steel, stone etcetera). In this regard mywork also deals
with the nature of perception. In the past artists wereconcerned with
painting as a document of reality. My reliefs are documents, butin the
tradition of Realist painting, they are also illusions, as they are waxand
not real fabric. In Realist painting the viewer knows that they are
lookingat a painting, but in my work the viewer does not automatically
know what theyare viewing. I am interested in suspending the viewer’s
understanding as a wayto make the work resonate beyond itself.

